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Balang David Brian Balang David Brian (b. 1973) is a painter and sculptor 
from Balngarra clan, Rembarrnga language group. 
He lives and works at Ankabarrbirri outstation south 
west of Maningrida near the Cadell river. His works 
explore important sites and narratives from Kune and 
Rembarrnga country and law. His artistic practice has 
developed under the guidance of his parents, re-
nowned artists Kamarrang Bob Burruwal and Kodjd-
jan Lena Yarinkura, as well as his fathers Les Mirrikur-
riya and Jack Kala Kala. David is the partner of Vera 
Cameron.

 Brian specialises in making mako (didjeridu) which 
are both functional and aesthetic objects and has 
more recently started making dart (bark paintings) 
and lorrkkon (hollow log burial poles). Brian depicts 
motifs related to his djarngo: ancestor beings, their 
essence and sacred sites, which are sometimes 
incorrectly referred to as ‘Dreamings’. Common sub-
jects include yok (bandicoot), man-ngalinj (bush po-
tato), quicksand at Kinoedjanga, barlangu (shark) and 
wankurr (sacred dilly bag).  The influence of his par-
ents and fathers is evident in his colour palette and 
mark-making. He experiments with mixing pigments 
to extend the natural ochre palette, including olive 
green. His works combine figurative elements and 
panels of rarrk to create striking compositions that 
are at once rich in personality and meaning. 

About 

Maningrida Selects is a series of curated online exhibitions that feature works from emerging, mid-ca-
reer and senior artists from Maningrida Arts & Culture, one of Australia’s leading Aboriginal art centres. 
Each month exhibitions will showcase the diversity and depth of creative practices from the region. 

This month we present new works by Balang David Brian and Ngarrichan Vera Cameron whose artistic 
practices are informed by Rembarrnga and Kune culture, country and law. 



Yok

Balang is djungkay (manager) for yok 
(bandicoot). The ancestral site for yok is 
a hill called kordeme near Buluhkaduru 
outstation. It is a restricted place. People 
used to hunt yok regularly, however they 
are rarely seen anymore. Lena Yarinkura 
explains that in the past djungkay would 
perform rituals at the site, calling out all 
different kured (country): Korlobidahdah, 
Mankorlod, Buluhkaduru, Ankadbarrbirri, 
Malyarngak, Ramingining, Ji-balbal, Ji-be-
na. Baby yok would then spread throughout 
these areas.  However, today there are no 
yok because djungkay have not been doing 
this work.  Yok also has a powerful inside 
essence, mardayin, but this work is an ‘out-
side’, public story. 

Cat# 1375-19
Earth pigments & PVA on stringybark
94x16cm
$850

Barlangu

Barlangu (shark) is one of the most import-
ant ancestors for Balngarra clan. During 
the creation period, barlangu travelled with 
barrangu (Saratoga). It journeyed from Yir-
rkala in east Arnhem Land and transformed 
into a rock at Malnjangarnak, which is also 
called bulmaji (hammerhead shark). Barlan-
gu shares a song line with wankurr, a sacred 
mardayin ceremonial dilly bag and also gun-
garnin (digging stick), which is used to dig 
yams. These totemic ancestors are all duwa 
moiety and share the same songline. 

Barlangu connects coastal and inland coun-
try. “It’s the same saltwater from the Blyth 
River to Kinoedjanga”, Balang explains.  “It 
can be really dangerous to get too close to 
that water. If you’re in a plane or boat, it’ll 
suck up that water and try and kill you. You 
must always go around.”

Cat# 1129-19
Earth pigments & PVA on stringybark
132x70cm
$3000



Man-ngalinj

Man-ngalinj is a root vegetable often described as ‘bush 
potato’. It’s duwa, the artist’s moiety. It has a bulbous root 
and a long thin vine with small flowers that grows across 
the ground or up the trunks of nearby trees. Large crops 
can be found near the artist’s outstation, Ankadbarribirri. 
Man-ngalinj are harvested after the Wet season in the early 
Dry.

Cat# 1694-19
Earth pigments & PVA on stringbark
114 x 40cm
$1550

Miparr

“There are two quicksand holes at Kinoedjanga. It’s a 
dangerous place, people can’t go there. Country will 
smell your different sweat and drown you, it’ll kill you. 
The sea eagles watch over those holes, one black and 
one white, duwa and yidditja. The white eagle is djung-
kay for that place, he looks after it. They sit on gungarnin 
(digging sticks). Miparr is my djarno. The eagles trav-
elled from Gupanga, Wurdeja and all the way to Maln-
jangarnak.”

Cat# 1282-19
Earth pigments & PVA on stringybark
113x40cm
$1550



Lorrkkon

This lorrkkon depicts important ancestors from 
the Balngarra clan estate. Wankurr is a sacred 
dilly bag, two of which travelled from the east 
making springs and waterholes as they went. 
They stopped at Kinoedjanga where they went 
into the ground. This songline is closely associat-
ed with gungarnin (digging sticks) and eagle hawk 
who looks after them. Also depicted is barlangu 
(shark).

Cat# 180-20
Earth pigments & PVA on stringybark
220x22x22cm
$6000



Cat# 8-19
148 x 6 x 6.5cm
$950

Mako (didjeridu) 

Ankabarrbirri outstation
Photo credit: Chloe Gibbon

Cat# 1804-18
131x5x7cm
E Major
$950

Cat# 120-19
145x7x7cm
E Minor
$950

Cat# 333-19
148x9x10cm
B Major
$950

Cat# 193-19
137x10x8cm
E Minor
$950



Ngarrichan Vera Cameron
Ngarrichan Vera Cameron (b. 1969) lives and works at Ankabarrbirri 
outstation with her partner Balang David Brian. Her mother’s country 
is Malnjangarnak (Rembarrnga) and her father’s country is Kakodba-
buldi (Kuninjku). She strongly identifies with Rembarrnga and Kune 
cultures from her first husband, renowned artist, Wally Lipuwanga. 

Ngarrichan is an accomplished fibre artist, specialising in 2D and 3D 
sculptures of animals and ancestral beings. She also makes string 
bags, dilly bags and baskets. She works with a range of natural ma-
terials and is recognised for her use of vibrant natural dyes. Balang’s 
grandmother and Yarinkura’s mother Lena Djamarrayku taught her to 
weave. 



Gandakkitj 

“This is gandakkitj, red kangaroo. It’s from 
Nawarra near Malnjangarnak. When we’re 
driving on the road to Ramingining we see him 
sitting in the shade, eating grass and listening 
with his ears up.”

Cat# 337-20
Pandanus and natural dyes
282x155x2cm
$4000



Bolbuh

“Bolbuh is mosquito djarno from Malnjangarnak. I’m djungkay 
(manager) for it. It’s a sacred place, a tree. They’re still in that 
tree. If we cut it with an axe all the bindu will come out, even 
the snake. This story is about the King Brown snake as well. 
Long ago, all the bolbuh speared the snake. He crawled off 
and where he died he transformed into a rock and stays there 
today.” 

Cat# 114-19
Pandanus. paperbark, earth pigments and feathers
84x34x14cm
$550



Wamarra 

“This is djarno, the creation story about two 
turtle ancestors who travelled together. Long 
ago wokkorr (goanna) and wamarra (turtle) were 
fighting. The turtles threw spears at the goanna 
and the goanna threw stones back at the turtles. 
He threw many little stones and they became 
embedded in the turtle’s back creating a shell. 
After a while they said to each other, “you go on 
your way now”.  This story is from a long time 
ago, all the old people told us stories. The place 
for turtle is at Kakodkabouldi.”

wwCat# 2860-18
Pandanus, natural dyes and feathers
77x12x31cm
$600

Contact
Website: maningrida.com
Email: maningridaarts@bawinanga.com
Phone: 08 8979 6100

Payment and Prices
Artworks can be purchased through our website or by contacting the art centre directly. Payment 
options include credit card, direct bank transfer or Art Money. All prices include GST (if applicable) and 
freight and packing charges. 

Freight
Due to COVID19 the art centre is experiencing delays. Please allow up to 30 days for deliveries. Art-
works are shipped from Maningrida on a weekly barge and are forwarded from Darwin by TOLL.

Donate
We are an Aboriginal owned and run organisation with limited external support. Whether you can in-
vest a little or a lot, every donation is valuable. Donations over $2.00 are 100% tax-deductible. Visit our 
website, ‘About’ and ‘Donate’.


